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Tim Furlong, being first duly sworn, states:

l. I am the President of J.P. Furlong Co., and have personal knowledge and authority to
make the following statements, or make these statements upon my best information and

belief as indicated.
2. I attended the public hearing conducted by the Utatr Board of Oil, Gas & Mining on June

26,2019.
3. Board Member Gordon Moon, who was appointed to provide expertise or personal

experience on land and mineral ownership issues, was "persuaded" to recuse himself in
this matter (Utah Division of Oil, Gas & Mining Board Hearing,
lrttps:llwwli.y-putube.conrlwatch?v=Flqfhg9s$XzA at 3:48:45). I believe his absence

resulted in a loss of critical expertise necessary to fully and fairly develop a rule that
sufficiently protects comelative rights.

4. J.P. Fwlong Co. retained Anthony T. Hunter as its attomey to offer amendments to the
proposed regulations at the hearing. Among other issues, one of the amendments he

offered was to the proposedR649-2-13. Specifically, Mr. Hunter proposed a change to
the deadline for responding to Notice of Opportunity to Participate for a subsequent well,
from 30 days from the mailing of the notice to 30 days from the receipt of the notice.

5. At the hearing, Board Chairman Ruland Gill suggested the proposed rule be changed to
read "Receipt by certified mail, return receipt requested" (Id. at 5:19:19).

6, Approximately one minute later, Chairman Gill desired to "push this issue a little bit"
(1d., at 5:20:32). He denied the proposed amendment without allowing Mr. Hunter to
rebut the factual statements made by himself, Attorney Fred MacDonald, and Board
Member Chris Hansen regarding this issue.

7. Due to time constraints imposed by the Board (caused by, among other things, lateness of
the day and availability of the court reporter), I was unable to make more than a cursory
facfual statement regarding this issue until the end of the hearing, more than an hour after
the issue was decided. In contrast, the wifinesses from Newfield and Axia spoke for more
than fifteen minutes (Id. at 6:40:00-6:55:40).

8. If time had permitted, I would have made the additional following cornments for the

record.
a. A typical decision to participate in a well can be a time- and resource-intensive

process for a non-operator. Unless the operator's business practices (including
their proposed JOA) are well-known, the geology is familiar, and the reservoir
potential is obvious, a non-operator will need to gather and evaluate this
information prior to making a decision.

b. To evaluate an unfamiliar operator (and their unfamiliar JOA), industry contacts
must be queried, media reports seatched, and legal counsel must be engaged.
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c. To evaluate geological factors, completion techniques and reservoir analysis must

be analyzed, and unless a non-operator has a geologist or engineer on staff,

outside expertise must be located, engaged, and given time to perform an analysis.

d. To evaluate the "payoff'potential of the proposed well, the geological, legal, and

reputational risk factors described above must be balanced against the expected

ROI of the project.

e. While an operator may trake months or years to make a decision to commit capital

to a well, a non-operator fielding multiple simultaneous notices has only days to

decide to commit its capital. Any reduction in the amount of time permitted to

respond necessarily reduces the quality and quantity of analysis a non-opetator

can perform.
g. I believe the Board has a duty to propose a rule that protects the rights of every mineral

owner in a spacing unit - both individual and incorporated. It should not be written, as

the Chairman stated, based on the fact that "all your companies have JOAs" as a deciding

factor in what is just and reasonable (Id. at 5:20:03, emphasis added).I believe that

deciding an appropriate deadline based on the assumption that every non-operating

working interest owner is a company that is familiar with the notice terms contained in a
JOA is unfair to a large number of owners. By writing a rule that only contemplates

sophisticated mineral owners and that favors operators, the Board will substantially

prejudice mineral owners who lack any expertise in this field.

FURTIIER AFF'IAIIT SAYETH NAUGHT.

Tim X'urlong

Acknowledged, sworn to and subscribed before me this
Furlong.
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